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Xavier’s tuition to rise in 2022-23

After one year of stagnation, costs to attend will increase by nearly 6%
B Y H UNTER E LLIS, C HLOE
S ALVESON AND O LIVIA
V ALKNER
6WDৼ&RQWULEXWRUV
After being approved by
the Board of Trustees, newly-appointed Provost and
Chief Academic Officer Dr.
Rachel Chrastil confirmed on
Tuesday in a campus-wide
email that tuition and other
costs will rise in the coming
academic year.
For full-time undergraduates, tuition will go from
$21,115 to $22,385 per semester. This marks a 6.01%
increase.
There were no changes to
Xavier’s tuition last year, in
what Chrastil called a “diligent and intentional effort to
not increase tuition across any
degree or program during the
peak of the COVID-19 pandemic.”
The last tuition increase
came between the 2019-20
and 2020-21 school years,
when the price for a full time
undergraduate student went
up from $20,110 to $21,115, a
5% increase.
According to a Newswire
article published last year,
this increase was expected.
Vice President of Financial
Administration Phil Chick
explained that tuition would
likely increase during the next

academic year due to rising
costs and supply chain shortages.
“We’re eating it now because we didn’t raise (tuition) last year, but we’ll raise
it (next fall),” Chick said in
2021.
In the same article, Vice
President of Enrollment and
Student Success Aaron Meis
said the previous decision to
hold tuition was to retain students who were debating a semester off, to help families in
the midst of COVID-19 and
to remain competitive against
other institutions.
Nearby colleges and universities in Cincinnati have
not yet released their 2022-23
tuition updates. The University of Cincinnati, Northern
Kentucky University, Wright
State University and Hebrew
Union College only have
2021-22 tuition information
available to the public.
Historically, Xavier has
raised their tuition every
year, excluding last year’s
hold. Consequently, tuition
has increased 43.77% in the
last 10 years, from $15,570 to
$22,385 per semester.
“I wish Xavier would say
what the increase is going towards when they raise tuition,
at least more publicly than
they do,” junior finance major Daniel Joyce commented
about this year’s tuition in-

crease.
Joyce would like the university to be more transparent
with where the funds from the
rise in tuition are being dispersed.
“I hope we’re getting more
great teachers from the University of Chicago or the Ivy
League rather than a rock
wall or an addition to the frisbee golf course,” Joyce said.
While tuition will increase,
many additional costs of attending Xavier will remain
constant.
The student activity fee
stands at $115, and on-campus housing will also not see a
raise. Meal plans will experience a slight increase, however, with the Xavier Blue meal
plan increasing by $120.
“Please know that everyone
at Xavier understands and appreciates the tremendous investment that you are making
to receive a Xavier education,”
Chrastil’s message reads. “We
are committed to offering
a quality, Jesuit experience
that delivers on our mission
to prepare all students for an
increasingly diverse and complex world, while also holding
costs to as low a level as possible.”
Further information regarding the specific tuition
rates is available on the Tuition and Fees section of Xavier’s website.

Newswire photo by Abby White

After holding steady because of COVID-19, the university announced on Tuesday that tuition for the
2022-2023 academic year will increase by 6%, a raise that is on par with previous tuition changes.

Newswire graphic by Mo Juenger
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Student shows it pays to work out
Campus fitness instructor shares experience of helping students get healthy

B Y O LIVIA V ALKNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
As you finish your trek up
to the Health United Building
(HUB) and climb the stairs to
the recreation center, you are
greeted by the friendly faces
of student workers, who help
to keep the gym running like
a well-oiled machine. Valerie
Workman, a junior marketing
major, offered some insight on
being a student employee at
the HUB.
Workman began working
in the HUB about a year ago
as a group fitness instructor
for TRX (Total Body Resistance Exercise) classes, a type
of suspension training designed to increase core stability and total body strength.
“Since the HUB opened in
the spring semester of 2020, I
have enjoyed attending group
fitness classes... I attended a
lot of the classes offered like

cycling, women’s weightlifting and TRX. I loved TRX
and the Group Fitness program so much that when the
position became available,
I couldn’t help but apply,”
Workman explained.
She currently teaches TRX
on Mondays and Tuesdays,
Booty Bootcamp on Fridays
and Total Body Bootcamp on
Saturdays.
“I plan for the class(es) in
advance and tailor the workout to each person’s skill level. In the class itself, I do the
workout with my students
but am able to offer demonstrations of proper form and
technique, answer their fitness
questions and be a support
system when they need it. I
truly love my job as a group
fitness instructor. This job is
so cool because I get paid to
have fun!” Workman said.
“I love teaching group fitness classes because I am able

to see the progressive growth
of my returning students,”
she added.
Since the start of her involvement at the HUB, Workman has also worked as one of
the HUB’s personal trainers.
“I enjoy the one-on-one
setting of working with a
client so we can collaborate
on meaningful, positive goals.
I love how enthusiastic my
clients are to focus on their
health,” Workman said.
“A few days ago, I actually was offered the position as
Personal Trainer Lead. Each
week I meet with other staff
leads and administration of
Rec Sports to discuss event
planning, scheduling and
overall commentary we receive from members of the
HUB,” she said.
Workman reflected on how
the HUB is a step up from
the O’Connor Sports Center
and how Xavier’s recreational

sports has grown since it was
re-homed in Spring 2020.
“We are offering new
classes like Booty Bootcamp,
STAGES Cycling and Total
Body Beat. Since the transition into the HUB, there are
so many more clubs, events
and opportunities that were
impossible to hold (before).”
Additionally,
Workman
shared some other opportunities that Rec Sports presents
for students.
“Rec Sports now holds
monthly challenges for students to participate in for
awesome prizes like massage
guns, gift cards to outfitters
like Lululemon and other gym
equipment. It is awesome to
see how many people love
the community we have built
in the past couple years and I
look forward to seeing what
the administration will do
next.”
Workman is also grateful

for the opportunity that being
as a student worker has given
her.
“My favorite part about
working at the HUB is getting to meet so many incredible people. I have made some
of my best friends through
my time working at the front
desk, teaching group fitness
classes and personal training.
I am blessed to have awesome
coworkers,” she said.
Student workers are employed through the Student
Office of Employment and
managed by the pro staff
(university faculty) and student leaders.
For those interested in
learning more about the HUB,
or attending a group fitness
class or looking for more information regarding Xavier
Recreational Sports or the
Recreation Center, students
are encouraged to visit the
Recreational Sports website.

Photo-op: Students spring into second semester
B Y E MILIE K RACIK
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier welcomed back the
Musketeers last Monday, Jan
10. With the coming months
jam-packed with activities and
events, we had only one question for students: What are you
looking forward to this semester?
Here’s what they had to say.

Abby Wagner
Sophomore
Nursing major

Derrick Meyer

Nate Pinon

“I would say I am most excited to experience more basketball games inside
Cintas, because we weren’t able to attend
them last year. I am also so grateful to
be on campus this semester and in-person for all of my classes! Roll ‘skies!”

Junior
Business analytics and marketing
double major

Sophomore
Marketing and accounting
double major

“I am glad I have a chance to improve
myself this semester. I’m looking forward to in-person classes, meeting new
people, and playing basketball at the
HUB.”

“I am looking forward to being a new
senator for SGA and meeting new people!”

Liann Dawson

Rhyann Johnson
First-year
Biology major

Jake Ruge

Senior
Marketing major

“I am looking forward to making the
most of this final semester with everyone and exploring the city more. I am
excited to see where our class ends up
in their careers, as well as where I end
up in mine!“

“I’m excited to meet new people, go to
more basketball games and hang out
with my club volleyball team. I’m also
excited to see campus in the spring
and to try new restaurants in Cincinnati.”

“This semester I’m looking forward to
being back in the stands at the Cintas
Center during basketball games. I’m also
looking forward to spending my final semester with my friends.”

Reagan Pokorny

First-year
Criminal justice major
“I’m looking forward to more
basketball games. The atmosphere in Cintas Center
is awesome, and I love being
there!”

Senior
Nursing major
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Johnson under fire for “Partygate”

Pressure mounts on prime minister to resign for parties held during lockdown
B Y S OPHIE B OULTER
:RUOG1HZV(GLWRU
U.K. Prime Minister Boris
Johnson formally apologized
to Queen Elizabeth II on
Friday after details emerged
about a staff party held the
night before Prince Philip’s
funeral. As daily allegations
continue to emerge regarding
parties held by Johnson and
his staff during lockdown, he
faces growing pressure to resign.
The most recent revelation
in a string of scandals dubbed
“Partygate” alleged that Johnson and his staff drank and
danced most of the night before Philip’s funeral. Johnson
apologized to the Queen, but
Buckingham Palace officials
have declined to comment.
“It’s deeply regrettable that
this took place at a time of national mourning and No. 10
(Downing Street) has apologized to the palace for that,”
a spokesman for Johnson said.
Dr. Amy Whipple, Xavier’s
history department chair, emphasized that the timing of
the party was particularly unfortunate for Johnson.
“The picture of the Queen
sitting alone at Prince Philip’s
funeral was a pretty somber

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

Johnson has received criticism from members of his own Conservative Party and from members of the
opposition Labour Party. He has also been defended by many Conservatives, especially ones in his Cabinet.

reminder of the rules that
the rest of the country was
following while a suitcase of
alcohol was allegedly being
wheeled to Downing Street,”
Whipple said.
Other recent revelations
about Johnson’s quarantine
parties include a large BYOB
(Bring Your Own Beer) garden party hosted in May 2020
and a recurring “wine time
Fridays” event held during
the pandemic.
Johnson refused to apol-

ogize for the garden party
event, defending the party as
a “work event.”
He also asked the public
to withhold judgment on the
parties until the investigation
by senior civil servant Sue
Gray concludes. This investigation is expected to continue
until the end of the month.
Members of Parliament
(MPs) from Johnson’s Conservative Party and the opposition Labour Party have
called upon Johnson to resign

before the results of Gray’s
inquiry are released.
The most senior Conservative official calling for Johnson’s resignation is Scottish
Conservative leader Douglas
Ross.
“He is the prime minister.
It is his government that put
these rules in place, and he has
to be held to account for his
actions,” Ross said.
Labour Party leader Keir
Starmer also said that Johnson
should resign.

Ohio court strikes down maps
B Y E THAN N ICHOLS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The Ohio Supreme Court
struck down state legislative
and Congressional maps proposed by Ohio Republicans on
Friday. In a 4-3 decision, Republican Chief Justice Maureen O’Connor joined all three
of the court’s Democrats in
sending the maps back to the
Ohio Redistricting Commission.
The commission, formed
in 2015 as an amendment to
the state constitution in an
attempt to limit partisan gerrymandering, will now have
to draw new maps that closely align with statewide vote
totals. Republicans received
around 54% of the statewide
vote totals in the previous
election.
The original map proposed
by Republicans would have
allowed Republicans to maintain their supermajorities in
the Ohio House of Representatives and Senate, as well as
12 of the 14 Congressional
districts.
“When the dealer stacks
the deck in advance, the house
usually wins. That perhaps
explains how a party that generally musters no more than
55% of the statewide popular
vote is positioned to reliably
win anywhere from 75-80%
of the seats in the Ohio congressional delegation,” Justice

Michael P. Donnelly wrote of
the majority opinion.
“By any rational measure,
that skewed result just does
not add up.”
The ruling observed multiple instances of Republicans in the state legislature
attempting to exercise control
over this year’s map-making
process.
The opinion noted that the
Ohio Redistricting Commission had no employees and
instead allocated $150,000 to
each chamber.
The two mapmakers —
Republican staffers Blake
Springhetti and Ray DiRossi
— reported directly to Republican legislative leaders,
the speaker of the Ohio House
and the president of the Ohio
Senate, rather than to the
commission.
The court noted that the
proposed maps split the reliably-Democratic
counties
of Hamilton, Cuyahoga and
Summit.
Hamilton County, which
voted 57% for President Joe
Biden in 2020, would have
been split into three districts
combined with other more
Republican leaning counties.
This would create two Republican counties and a single
competitive district.
“The evidence here demonstrates that Senate President
(Matt) Huffman and House
Speaker (Bob) Cupp con-

trolled the process of drawing
the maps that the commission
ultimately adopted,” Democratic Justice Melody Stewart
wrote in the ruling.
In a dissenting opinion Justices Sharon Kennedy and Pat
DeWine argued that the court
did not have the authority
to send the maps back to the
commission.
The Justice wrote that the
court was overreaching its
constitutional authority as the
constitution did not have enforcement mechanisms related to map drawing.
“The majority opinion is
unreasonably,
unabashedly
and unlawfully altering the
Ohio Constitution,” Justice
Pat Fischer wrote in a separate opinion.
The commission will now
work on redrawing the maps.
In a statement, Republican
Governor Mike DeWine said
that he would work with his
fellow redistricting commission members to draw new
maps “that are consistent with
the Court’s order.”
The court is also hearing
arguments on the proposed
congressional maps.
The filing deadline for all
candidates in Ohio is Feb. 2.
The commission may have
new legislative maps before
then, but the court may also
rule on the congressional
maps before the February
deadline.

“The party’s over, prime
minister... Will the British
public kick him out, will his
party kick him out or will he
do the decent thing and resign?” Starmer said.
Other MPs argue that calling for Johnson’s resignation
before Gray’s report is premature and have stood by the
prime minister.
“PM was right to personally apologise earlier,” Culture
Secretary Nadine Dorries
wrote on Twitter. “People are
hurt and angry at what happened and he has taken full
responsibility for that. The inquiry should now be allowed
to do its work and establish
the full facts of what happened.”
Jacob Rees-Mogg, leader
of the House of Commons,
also defended Johnson.
“During a two-and-a-halfyear period, there will be
things that with hindsight
would have been done differently,” Rees-Mogg said.
According to a recent
YouGov poll, 63% of British
voters believe that Johnson
should resign. However, only
40% of British voters who
supported Johnson in the
2019 election believe that he
should resign.

The Lighter Side
Gingers, pizza kidnappers, Weird Al biopic
•

Breakfast Wars, Episode I:
In a daring move, Mexico
has seized 380,000 boxes
of Kellogg’s cereal, in- •
cluding Corn Flakes and
Special K (Jan. 14).

•

Seeking “a break” from her
husband, a woman faked
her own kidnapping from
a Domino’s Pizza restaurant (Jan. 14).

•

Two Englishmen utilized
baked bean tins to smuggle $340,000 worth of
cocaine. The men, being
grossly English, probably
put the beans on toast pri-

•

or to the smuggling operation (Jan. 15).
An English human
rights activist called for
enhanced
protections
for people with red hair.
It remains to be seen
whether people with red
hair truly deserve human rights (Jan. 15).
Prisoner of Al-zakaban:
Daniel Radcliffe, the former star of Harry Potter,
has signed on to star as
Weird Al Yankovic in an
upcoming biopic (Jan.
18).

Photo courtesy of wfuv.com

A human rights activist called for the legal protection of redheads.
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With the second season of
HBO’s Euphoria underway, I
am once again reminded of
how we killed the teenager.
Adolescence is about discovery and making mistakes,
but it’s also about still trying
to be a kid even while your
childhood is slipping through
your fingers. Yet, modern day
social media and television has
effectively killed the teenager.
In an ironic sense, the older shows I watch feel younger. Saved By the Bell, Degrassi,
Ned’s Declassified School Survival Guide, Skins — the list
goes on. It’s probably because
the actors in these shows were
actually young when they
played the characters in them.
Drake was 14 when he starred
in Degrassi. Nicholas Hoult
was 17 when he filmed Skins.
Most cast members in Saved
By the Bell were 15.
Now I have to watch actors
in their 20s — and sometimes
even in their 30s — play teenagers in high school, experiencing high school problems.
And it’s just laughable.
And then it’s sad.
In the popular show Outer
Banks, the character John B.

was born in 2003. For refer- left behind. There isn’t really could, because I was terrified
ence, I was born in 2001. Sup- much of an option.
of the alternative. I’m not arposedly, I am two years older
I’ve certainly noticed that guing that growing up should
than him, but I definitely don’t this seems to affect girls the be terrifying; I’m just saying
look like it. The actor, Chase most. They have to dress old- that maybe we should give
Stokes, is turning 30 this year. er, look older and act older. kids the chance to grow up.
I don’t even care about They count down to their 18th
Instead, we cut out the midthe absurd plotlines of a lot birthday so they can start an dle. There are children, and
of
new
OnlyFans. then young adults and then
I was in high school look- T h e y ’ r e the rest. There is no middle.
shows. It’s
ing at full-grown adults play a b u s e d No transition. No teenagers.
not always
someone my age and agoniz- and ma- We erased them from televifun
to
ing over why I didn’t look the nipulated sion. We erased them from
watch ansame.
other high
by grown movies. We erased them from
schooler
men
on Instagram and TikTok.
go through the same prob- the internet — a lot of male
We kept them out. We kept
lems you do. That’s the point TikTok influencers are in- them secret. We said, “This is
of media anyway: escapism.
cluded in this — who should what it looks like. This is what
But these actors, and I can- d e f i n i t e ly
not stress this enough, are not know betWe already do so much to use the
teenagers. They haven’t been ter.
societal expectations of girlhood
teenagers in a long time. I was
W h a t
to suppress their childhood...
in high school looking at full- h a p p e n e d
And now we’ve taken away any
grown adults play someone to the awkchance that they can use a pivotmy age and agonizing over ward years?
al part of their life to grow and
why I didn’t look the same.
What hapdiscover themselves while being
And social media has all pened
to
awkward and silly and young.
but erased teendom. As soon the mouths
as you hit puberty, you are al- full of braces, the acne, the you’re supposed to look like.”
most immediately forced into bad posture and most imporWe told girls to be prettier.
transforming yourself into tantly, still being a kid?
To act older. To erase any part
the most attractive version
Maybe I’m the only one of them that was a child. We
you can achieve. Or you just who cares, but I desperately already do so much to use the
disappear.
gripped onto my childhood. I societal expectations of girlYou either adapt, or you get stayed young for as long as I hood to suppress their child-

hood. To heap responsibility
and duty onto young girls.
And now we’ve taken away
any chance that they can use
a pivotal part of their life to
grow and discover themselves
while being awkward and silly
and young.
We killed the teenager, and
nobody cares because society hates teenagers anyway.
So now they’re not teenagers. They’re children, and
then they’re young adults.
There doesn’t get to be an in
between because the world
doesn’t have the time for it.
We buried the teenager.
The only option is to dig it
up and pray that we haven’t
completely forgotten what it’s
supposed to look like.
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We’re better together
B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
(GXFDWLRQ (QULFKPHQW
&RRUGLQDWRU

There is no amount of
data and no amount of information that will tell us what
decision should be made. The
best we can do is to look at the
options we have and move forward with our goals in mind.
In our discussions around
COVID-19 restrictions, we
have forgotten that there are
consequences associated with
every option we could possibly choose. Whether we
choose to completely lock
everything down again or
whether we do away with all
restrictions, we are accepting
a certain amount of harm will
be done.
You will get COVID-19. It’s
not a matter of if; it’s a matter
of when. Even if you wear
five face masks and lock yourself in your house for as long

as you possibly can, you’re going to get COVID-19.
According to Associate
Professor of Epidemiology
at the University of California San Francisco Vinay
Prasad, there are two types
of safety measures that can
be implemented in combating COVID-19. The first is
risk reduction. Getting vaccinated falls into this category,
along with staying generally
healthy and supporting your
immune system. The second
safety measure is delaying the
time you meet the virus. Face
masks fall into this category.
Given these facts, our
school made the right decision
in returning on schedule with
in-person instruction. We are
a young, healthy population
with a 92.92% vaccination
rate, and the risk of an outbreak on campus that causes
severe harm to students is ex-

tremely low. The truth is that,
at this stage in the pandemic,
it is much more dangerous
to keep certain restrictions
in place than it is to return
to some level of normality.
Again, we’re all going to get
COVID-19, and I would rather not have my life upturned
to delay it by a few weeks or
so.
Our cross-town rivals in
the University of Cincinnati and our friends across the
river in Northern Kentucky
University made a terrible
mistake in keeping their students away from what many
consider to be their home.
Not everyone has a healthy
home life. I shudder to think
about the people who are
forced to be in an abusive situation or LGBT+ folks who
need to hide who they really are to those around them,
even if it is just for an extra

Wear masks in Cintas
B Y J ACKSON H ARE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier prides itself in the
fact that we are still in person,
but we are still falling ill to
the same failures that put other campuses online.
At all of the Xavier men’s
basketball games I have been
to in Cintas Center this year,
I have noticed a consistent issue. Before the game and multiple times throughout, the
announcer will remind spectators to wear a mask at all times
with the exception of eating
or drinking. Then of course,
cameras will scan the crowds
offering an ironic spectacle of
unmasked students and other
audience members cheering
on the jumbotron.
After coming back from
break, I thought it would
surely be different since the
new, more contagious Omicron variant of COVID-19
was rapidly spreading across
the country and causing
spikes. However, this was not
the case.
The majority of the stadium was unmasked because
Xavier has a critical lack of

enforcement and attentiveness towards their COVID-19
policies. This gives events
like Xavier men’s basketball
games the potential to be superspreader events.
On paper, Xavier is doing
what the Centers for Disease
Control recommend to prevent transmission of the virus, such as requiring masks
and proof of vaccination. In
practice, these policies are
laughable and ineffective. As
spectators enter the stadium,
their masks are on, but even
before they sit down, their
masks are off and will remain
that way for the entirety of
the game.
Paying particular attention to the student section, it
makes little sense to require
masks in the classroom when
students are allowed to tightly pack into a section of Cintas to cheer and yell without
masks on, allowing spit to
project among the crowd.
It’s not like Xavier doesn’t
know this is happening. This
problem is shown on a jumbotron. It is just that there has
been no attempt to enforce the
mask policy besides a quick,

ignorable
announcement
during the game.
Additionally, according to
Cincinnati COVID-19 data,
Xavier students returned to
campus just days after Cincinnati experienced a dramatic
increase in COVID-19 cases,
which has since continued to
rise.
This is important because
students are not the only
spectators at men’s basketball games. People from the
community come to see these
games as well. This could not
only introduce COVID-19
cases into Xavier, but also let
Xavier contribute to the rapid spread of the virus in the
community.
In a large stadium full of
people, it can be challenging
to enforce such a mask policy. However, if it cannot be
reasonably enforced, Xavier
should significantly limit the
situations in which it is too
much of a challenge, meaning potentially limiting the
amount of spectators. Otherwise, they are carelessly allowing COVID-19 to spread
in the community and around
campus.

two weeks or so.
Even in more comfortable
situations though, virtual
classes lead to more anxiety
and depression, social isolation, mental fatigue and lower overall performance. All
of these issues impact young
people more than they do anyone else, and the consequences can be catastrophic.
According to a report
by the Centers for Disease
Control, suicide attempts increased by 50.6% among girls
between the ages of 12-17.
The suicide rate for people
aged 25-34 years also increased by 5%. In April 2021,
deaths from opioid overdoses
surpassed 100,000 cases, representing a 28.5% increase
from the same time in 2020.
Drug use and binge drinking
have also increased for college
students during the pandemic.
Additionally, all of these so-

cial health metrics were worse
for people of color.
These adverse outcomes
may not be directly related to
the restrictions themselves,
but I know and you know that
virtual classes are not doing
favors for anyone. Even if
students at Xavier do not become one of these statistics,
the mental health impacts of
severe disruptions to daily life
are very real and should not
be taken lightly.
We need to understand
we are not living in the same
world that we were just a year
ago. We know that vaccines
work, and we have treatments
like monoclonal antibodies,
remdesivir and molnupiravir for the most severe cases.
The pandemic needs to end
at some point, and we need to
move forward.
We are better in person.
Stay healthy, Xavier.

No response
B Y S PENCER D E T ENLEY
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What are my thoughts on
Xavier’s COVID-19 response?
Oh, maybe that there wasn’t
one.
OK, but seriously, how can
someone talk about Xavier’s
COVID-19 response without mentioning how little
the COVID-19 procedures
changed from the fall to
spring semesters? As a firstyear, I came into the Xavier
family fully masked in places
like classrooms and the Hoff
Dining Hall when COVID-19
was thought to be on its way
out.
Now, as we start second
semester, COVID-19 numbers are higher than ever,
yet protocols are essentially
the same. Yes, there is a vaccine mandate, and yes, a negative test was required before
returning, but on-campus
things like masks and a vaccination requirement for basketball games aren’t even being enforced.
Last semester, I think we
all remember the massive

spike that we had. Xavier was
hit hard by COVID-19 at the
beginning of the school year
and honestly wasn’t prepared.
I was a part of that spike
and needed to be quarantined for the recommended
10 days in the University
Apartments. Over the course
of those 10 days, I had four
different roommates, which
to me seemed just as unsafe
as housing positive students
with negative ones.
I understand that the university was overbooked when
it came to rooms, but I feel
like they should’ve expected it
from the beginning.
Students just spent the last
year online and were eager
for that college experience,
which oftentimes does not include masks or social distancing. College kids will party
regardless of the times, and
Xavier should’ve anticipated a
spike because of it.
As we enter the second semester of the school year, I
suspect that a similar spike,
and I believe Xavier is still
unprepared for a surge in
COVID-19 cases.

Day One masks
B Y B EN T HOMSON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
I think it’s hella irresponsible that Xavier told quarantined students to go ahead and
pick up their books. I work at

the bookstore, and I felt very
unsafe when students with
COVID-19 flat out ignored
the sign on the door that told
them not to come in if they
had it.
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Musketeers win ugly against DePaul
Xavier led for just 2:08, but escaped against the Blue Demons with a 68-67 road victory

B Y J OE C LARK
Sports Editor
Xavier certainly didn’t
play their best basketball on
Wednesday night against DePaul, but the Musketeers escaped Wintrust Arena with a
68-67 win against the DePaul
Blue Demons. Junior center
Jack Nunge paced Xavier with
23 points and six rebounds.
“It’s huge,” Nunge said
about the win. “If we want to
accomplish all the goals that
we want to this year, wins like
this are absolutely what we
need. A win is a win — road
wins are even tougher than
any other game, so being able
to win a game on the road is
huge.”
Xavier came out flat and
trailed 10-5 just over three
minutes into the game.
Senior guard Paul Scruggs
missed two free throws, and
a few possessions later DePaul’s Brandon Johnson hit
his second three of the game
to put DePaul up 15-7 with
14:12 left in the first half.
Xavier was sloppy early
too, with four turnovers in
the game’s first nine minutes.
DePaul was also hot from the
perimeter, starting 6-9 from
beyond the arc as they built
their lead to 29-17.
Sophomore forward David
Jones had as many points as
the entire Xavier team at the

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Junior Jack Nunge had 23 points and six rebounds to lead Xavier to a 68-67 at DePaul on Wednesday
night. Xavier did not play that well, but they battled and were able to grab an important Big East road win.

under-12 timeout with 17
points on 7-8 shooting. Xavier once again struggled with
not allowing second chance
points, as DePaul had five rebounds and 11 second chance
points out of their first 29
points.
Xavier’s free-throw shooting was also poor early on,
with the team shooting 4-8
in their first 12 attempts.The
Musketeers responded with a
much-needed 12-0 run to tie
the game at 29, but DePaul
answered with a 5-0 run to
take the lead back.
DePaul would take a 3634 lead into the half. Jones
had 20 points in the first half,
and the Blue Demons outrebounded the Musketeers 2116. It was the third straight
game where the Musketeers
struggled mightily in the
first half.
Xavier Head Coach Travis
Steele singled out the second
two-minute war (the period

from 16:00 -12:00) as a specific area where Xavier needs to
improve.
“I think I gotta look maybe
at lineups too. We gotta dive
into the analytical deeper a
little more,” Steele said. “It’s
been that second war in that
first half that I’ve kind of
noticed the last three games
we’re getting punched in the
mouth.”
In the second four-minute
war against DePaul, Xavier
was outscored 17-6.
DePaul opened the second half with a missed three
and yet another offensive rebound, but they couldn’t convert the second chance. The
Blue Demons still scored the
first five points of the second
half, and took a 41-34 lead a
minute and a half into the
second frame.
After a charge call against
Scruggs, Steele took a timeout with 18:22 left in the
game. DePaul’s Yor Anei

torched Xavier on the interior, and the Blue Demons took
a nine-point lead.
Later in the half, after
sophomore Zach Freemantle
missed a hook shot, Brandon
Johnson made a three-pointer
for DePaul and the Blue Demons took a ten-point lead at
50-40. DePaul opened the second half shooting 6-13, while
Xavier slumped to a 3-9 start
in the half. Once again Xavier
climbed back, going on a 9-0
run before a DePaul timeout
with them leading 50-49.
David Jones’ 25th point of
the night came on a three that
looked like it had no business
going in, and DePaul took a
58-54 lead. With 7:45 left in
the game, Xavier needed to
string together stops to have
a chance of getting the road
win.
Instead, DePaul took a sixpoint lead with 6:33 left after
David Jones went 1-2 at the
line. A three by Nunge cut

the lead to 63-61, but DePaul
brought the lead right back to
four. With three minutes left,
DePaul led 65-62, but with
2:40 left, Nunge hit a three for
his 20th point of the game to
tie it up.
With 2:35 left, Xavier took
a timeout with the game tied
at 65. The two teams traded
baskets, and at 67-67 with
1:15 left Nunge went 1-2 at
the line to give Xavier a 6867 lead.
Xavier turned the ball over
with a one-point lead, and
DePaul had a chance to win it
with 0.3 more seconds on the
game clock than shot clock.
DePaul’s three at the buzzer was no good, and Xavier
managed to escape with a 6867 win. DePaul led for 35:22,
and Xavier for just 2:08, but
it was enough to get the job
done.
“I thought we fought,”
Nunge said. “We had a tough
start to the game, but I
thought we stayed together
and stuck to our gameplan.”
Xavier moved to 14-3 and
4-2 in the Big East with the
win. Next up is another road
test against Marquette. The
Golden Eagles have won
five games in a row and just
knocked off Villanova at Finneran Pavilion, the second
team to do so since the current Big East formed in 2013.

Analysis: NFL Wild Card Weekend goes to favorites

The Bengals picked up their first playoff win since 1991, Tom Brady won yet again
B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Show Manager
Super is one way to describe the outcomes of the
six NFL Wild Card Weekend
games. All six favored teams
won, with four of the games
ending in blowouts.
However, one of the two
games which did not end in
a blowout, Las Vegas Raiders
vs. Cincinnati Bengals, resulted in the first Bengals playoff win in over 30 years. The
other, Dallas Cowboys vs. San
Francisco 49ers, likely ended
the Mike McCarthy-era in
Dallas.
Game 1: Las Vegas Raiders vs. Cincinnati Bengals
The first game of the
weekend did not disappoint.
Both teams fought hard, with
the final score (26-19) hanging in the balance until the
very last play, with Bengals
linebacker Germaine Pratt
clinched the teams’ first playoff victory since 1991 with
a goal line interception of
Raiders quarterback Derek
Carr.
As for Las Vegas, a tumultuous season which saw the
firing of Head Coach John
Gruden and legal trouble for
several Raiders players has finally come to end.
In the case of the Bengals,
they will move on to face the

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

Tom Brady and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers beat up on the Philadelphia Eagles in their playoff matchup last
weekend. Brady is looking for the eighth Super Bowl of his illustrious career that’s spanned over two decades.

No. 1 seeded Tennessee Titans on Saturday.
Game 2: Buffalo Bills vs.
New England Patriots
The best word I would use
to describe this game is simply, wow. Ending with a final
tally of 47-17, there is perhaps no game in which Patriots Head Coach Bill Belichick
has been beaten at worse.
The Bills offense scored
touchdowns on its first seven
drives and never looked back.
Buffalo now moves on to face
the No. 2 seed Kansas City
Chiefs in the divisional round,
as the Patriots head into the
offseason with plenty to think
about in terms of roster construction.

Game 3: Philadelphia
Eagles vs Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
The first game of the Sunday slate of Wild Card games
was a bit of a snooze, ending
in a rather deceiving final
score of 31-16, with Tampa
winning.
The Eagles never stood a
chance in this matchup with
Jalen Hurts as quarterback.
The former Heisman Trophy
candidate showed a complete
lack of accuracy and pocket presence on Sunday, only
managing to score in the
fourth quarter with his team
already down big.
Tom Brady and the Bucs
will face a much tougher test

as the Los Angeles Rams
come to town for a divisional
round matchup.
Game 4: Dallas Cowboys
vs. San Francisco 49ers
In what was the best of
the three games on Sunday, the San Francisco 49ers
narrowly defeated the Dallas Cowboys on the road
at AT&T Stadium 23-17.
The high-end talent of
the 49ers, both on offense
with electric receiver Deebo
Samuel and on defense with
fierce pass rusher Nick Bosa,
showcased what they can do
against a poorly-coached but
uber-talented Cowboys team.
As for Dallas, there are a
lot of coaching-related ques-

tions to be answered as they
head into an important offseason for the franchise.
Game 5: Pittsburgh
Steelers vs. Kansas
City Chiefs
If the Eagles stood no
chance with Jalen Hurts as
their quarterback, then the
Steelers might as well have
not shown up for the game
this past Sunday with Ben
Roethlisberger as theirs.
The future Hall of Famer was a shell of his former
self in the Chiefs’ routing of
the Steelers, ending in a 4221 blowout. The Chiefs now
welcome the red-hot Buffalo
Bills into town, which will no
doubt be a must watch AFC
matchup.
Game 6: Los Angeles
Rams vs. Arizona Cardinals
The final edition of Monday Night Football for the
year was a blowout.
Dealing with injuries to
key players Deandre Hopkins,
JJ Watt and Budda Baker, the
Cardinals fell behind quickly
against a star-studded Los
Angeles Rams squad, losing
34-11.
Quarterback Kyler Murray
struggled mightily against
a stout Rams pass rush. LA
now moves on to try and
take down the reigning Super
Bowl champions: Tom Brady
and the Tampa Bay Bucs.
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The Weeknd brings a new “Dawn”

B Y G RADY B ORIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Dawn is upon us with The
Weeknd’s fifth studio album,
Dawn FM. The album centers around what lies before
the afterlife, with actor Jim
Carrey appearing three times
as an ominous narrator, guiding the listener through the
story.
The album’s run time hits
around the 50-minute mark
and fits neatly into the synthpop genre, a genre that the
Canadian-born has been attempting to perfect since his
2016 release, Starboy.
Influences of other pop
stars can be heard throughout the album, such as Michael Jackson’s influence on
“Sacrifice.”
The narrative is told from
the perspective of a “waiting
room” before the afterlife and
is masterfully done, telling a
complete story that unfolds
more with every track.
Carrey’s appearances mark
the beginning, middle and
end of the album, checking
on the listener as if he was

Lil Wayne appears later on
in the album on the track “I
Heard You’re Married.”
The skits and shorts complete the album, making it an
easy listen and an LP that has
replayability. “Phantom Regret” offers a fantastic conclusion to the project, and the
intro — “Dawn FM” — is an
excellent way to begin, setting the scene and tone.
As for where Dawn FM
fits into the entirety of The
Weeknd’s discography, only
time will tell. It’s hard for me
to call this a return to form
as most (if not every) project
The Weeknd has released has
been good to great, from his
early mixtape days up until
Afterhours.
Photo courtesy of wordpress.org
The Weeknd’s newest album Dawn FM follows a unique story-telling format that allows listeners to take their
Overall, I would highly
own journeys through the afterlife. With other artists featured on the album, The Weeknd creates a masterpiece. recommend Dawn FM and
running a regular radio sta- his career. Some highlights project. Tyler the Creator’s The Weeknd as a whole to
tion. Carrey closes the album are “Out of Time,” “Gaso- voice on “Here We Go… anybody, regardless of your
in “Phantom Regret by Jim” line,” “Less than Zero” and Again” shows a more vulner- usual music preferences.
by talking about how “Heav- “Here We Go… Again.” Each able side to the guest artist,
en is for those who let go of one touches on themes of his inflection sounding more
regret.”
grief, regret, love and heart- innocent as he talks about
As for the tracks offered up, break, and all center around a heartbreak. The tone used is
akin to the one from his 2019
The Weeknd shows off how lack of closure.
much he’s been able to grow
The features on the album project Igor, minus the disas an artist over the course of also add to the depth of the torted effects layered over it.

Total score:

Opinion: Don’t Look Up
analogically falls short

A&E SINGLES

B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
2SLQLRQV (GLWRULDOV
(GLWRU
Don’t Look Up is undoubtedly an enjoyable film, one
that sees a star-studded cast
— Leonardo DiCaprio, Jennifer Lawrence, Meryl Streep
and Jonah Hill, to name a few
— confronting the arrival
of an asteroid large enough
to eradicate nearly all life on
Earth.
While the film hilariously satirizes nearly all aspects
of our modern society, from
the Trump presidency to our
overreliance on positive news
and our obsession with the
dating lives of celebrities, it
entirely fails in its main goal
of serving as an analogy for
the climate crisis.
Now, you may be asking
yourself, “This movie is about
the climate crisis?” Many of
my peers did when I pitched
them this article. Such is an
understandable viewpoint, a
consequence of what I call
“birdshot satire.”
In birdshot satire, the creator takes aim at a vast variety of targets and attempts
to satirize each one, striking
many but with minimal eficacy. While the birdshot satire
approach allows every viewer to find something to laugh
about, it risks obscuring the
creative intent. And make no
mistake, director Adam McKay’s intent was to create a film
about the climate crisis.
In an interview with NPR

B Y A VERY S TRYCHASZ
6WDৼ:ULWHU
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on Dec. 18, McKay described
his goal, explaining, “(The
movie) sort of mirrors how
I’ve been feeling… about the
climate crisis as I see it keep
getting worse and worse and
speeding up.”
“And it’s been quite the experience to live in a society
that still bombs along like everything is A-OK while the
greatest threat to life and human history is before us,” he
added.
My real problem with Don’t
Look Up is its choice of analogy. In his interview with NPR,
McKay describes how he and
co-writer David Sirota chose
the climate crisis analogy.
“Sirota offhandedly just
said, ‘Yeah, it’s like a giant
comet’s about to hit Earth,
and no one cares,’” McKaysaid. “It’s not the most heavily disguised analogy for the
climate crisis… and I like that
the idea was big enough that
a lot of people could enter it.”
While I understand and
respect the writers’ thought
processes, an extinction-size
meteor is perhaps the single
worst metaphor for the cli-

mate crisis. The absurdity of
their choice is best illustrated
through the critical lens of
slow violence.
Slow violence was coined
by Rob Nixon in his 2011
book Slow Violence and the
Environmentalism of the Poor.
Slow violence describes the
unique challenge in depicting
the threat of climate change,
as it is an existential threat
that mandates immediate action despite not posing an immediate, widespread or even
visible threat. Additionally,
Nixon’s slow violence highlights the plight of poor and
marginalized communities.
“Poor communities, often
disproportionately exposed
to the force fields of slow
violence — be they military
residues or imported e-waste
or the rising tides of climate
change — are the communities least likely to attract sustained scientific inquiry into
causes, effects and potential
redress,” Nixon wrote.
Put simply, slow violence
argues that climate change is
hard to depict precisely because it is not like an impend-

 3XQN URFN VLQJHU 0DFKLQH *XQ
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ing, extinction-size meteor.
Climate change will not affect everyone across the world
at once in a visible, spectacular
fashion, as Don’t Look Up depicts. Rather, poor, coastal and
island nations will succumb to
the climate crisis years before
wealthier nations.
For example, Time magazine claims that the Pacific
Island nation of Kiribati could
be wiped out by rising sea levels and that the Philippines
faces existential threats of
climate-related national disasters and flooding. Yet, McKay
gives this little to no thought.
Granted, in the film, the

meteor strikes the Pacific
Ocean, and we are given a
glimpse into Pacific Island
Nations watching the fireball
streak across the sky. But from
then on, the rest of the world
is affected almost immediately,
quashing any hope that McKay understands the unique
plight of these communities.
Thus, in choosing to depict
climate change as an extinction-sized meteor, Don’t Look
Up proves ignorant of the
unique realities and challenges of the climate crisis, and ultimately dooms its chances of
ever being taken seriously as a
climate analogy.
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Parking Survey
BONUS CONTENT

an INTP or whatever made-up
personality the Myers-Briggs test
gave you. The stars have four
letters for you: STFU.

Taurus: Treat yourself to Taste

B Y A VERY S TRYCHASZ Did you get an email asking you to fill out a parking survey?
Are you also wondering why it was mainly about bikes? Well,
6WDৼ:ULWHU
boy have we got the product for you! For only 17 payments of
$99.99,* you can gain access to the exclusive VHS tapes of what really went down at that
parking survey meeting.

of Belgium this week. Nothing
screams “self-care” more than
spending $30 dollars on a
singular waffle and four fluid
ounces of mimosa.

Not only will you receive the voice recordings of key Xavier decision-makers, but you will
also receive Google-automated transcripts with gems like:

Gemini: It’s your responsibility to
speak the truth, even when others
are silent. Tell your friend that the
Tik Toks they send to the group
chat aren’t that good.

“Students in R3 are pieces of… (word not recognized)… future of Xavier is…
Pizza ATM.”
And…
“Bikes are the way… mind control… sustainability… Pizza ATM.”

Cancer: You’re just like Mirabel

from Encanto. Not because you’re
funny or kind, but because you
have no talent and your
grandmother hates you.

You’ll also receive exclusive access to the uncensored** and unabridged parking survey,
with questions like:

Leo: Make Lunchables a regular

Or…

“How much money does Xavier have to pay you to take the SAC UBBR (the cart
that drives students around campus)?”

part of your diet. They’re better
than whatever your roommate
who thinks they can cook makes
you.

“Actually, we are not going to pay you. SAC UBBR is the only mode of transportation on campus, so we are going to actually charge you. Rate your satisfaction
with SAC UBBR (We don’t really care about your feelings though):
a. SAC UBBR is my favorite part of the Xavier experience.
b. Yeah, SAC UBBR is pretty cool, but it’s not as cool as the Mall Train from
Muskies After Dark last Friday.
c. I have no feelings.
d. I’m just answering this for the free bike raffle.”

Virgo: You may think you are

safe from the Blue Blob; this
is what he wants you to think.
The Blue Blob is a carnivorous
creature, and he is at all times
getting closer to you.

But wait, there’s more! If you call the number below in the next 10 hours, we will throw
in the entire archive of Newswire paper editions at no cost to you.*** That’s right, you will
receive all issues of the Newswire since 1915 at no additional cost to you!****

Libra: You go to Dana’s every

weekend, so why not switch things
up? Perhaps see what the anime
club is up to. I hear they host a
killer Dungeons and Dragons game
every Friday.

Scorpio: The grass that grows

This offer is for a very limited
time only, so it is imperative
that you call:
1-800-THI-SIS-NOT-AREALP-HON-ENU-MBER ext.
BIKE. Once again, this offer
will not last beyond 11:59
p.m. on Jan. 20, so act now!
*Payments can be directly charged to your
XU Bursar account.
**Survey questions are G-rated.
***Shipping and handling not included.
****No, seriously, the shipping and handling
on this is insane, so be prepared.

under your feet won’t feed any
cows.

*Not really

Sagittarius: Just like the Bengals,

you’re going to have a major comeback this week. Also just like the
Bengals, it will come to an abrupt
end this Saturday.

A Secret Peak at RateMyStudents.com
B Y G RIFFIN B RAMMER
'LJLWDO&RPPXQLFDWLRQV0DQDJHU

Gus McClintock, Business Major

Capricorn: You’re too hot to be

Attendance: Awful Would Teach Again: No Grade: D Textbook: Stolen
I would hold classes over Zoom just so I didn’t have to be in the presence
of Gus. Not because of his room-filling ego, nor because of his resounding,
almost infectious stupidity, but because of his staggering aroma of pineapple-lemonade Naturday and Menthol Juul pod. The least I can say is that he is
in the perfect major. Who better to be harassing secretaries and teaching stock
trading on TikTok then Gus McClintock?

single. Why don’t you ask out that
hunky Back Page Editor? I hear
he is very lonely.

Aquarius: Everyone’s playing

Wordle, but you’re too #unique to
just blindly follow trends. Instead,
bring back Farmville.

Vanessa Lautermilch, Nursing Major

Attendance: Too often Would Teach Again: No Grade: C- Textbook: Forgot
If in two to four years Ms. Lautermilch became my nurse, I would change my
patient status to “Do Not Resuscitate” and pull the plug myself. Loud, obnoxious and apathetic, I have come to expect more personality from a colostomy
bag… and not even a full one at that. I teach holistic nursing, or care for the
whole person, but I whole-heartedly hate her entire person.

Pisces: There’s nothing wrong

with playing Solitaire on your
laptop during class; just be aware
that everyone behind you is
watching and getting frustrated
with how bad you are.

Albert Fleischmacher, Theatre Major
Photo courtesy of mrlovenstein.com
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Attendance: Mid Would Teach Again: No Grade: P Textbook: Eaten
Frankly? I’ve seen better acting from a possum in the middle of the highway.
With that being said, I wish Albert would do the thespian world a favor and
play dead. I may or may not have actually tried dropping sandbags and stage
lights on his head while on stage. I did, however, manage to convince him that
it was the “Phantom of the Xavier Theater,” to which he said, and I quote, “No
way, like the Phantom of the Opera?!” No, Albert, like Tracy Turnblat.

